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NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Metadata Content from Russian Science Citation Index in EBSCO Discovery Service™

EBSCO Publishing (EBSCO, USA) and Scientific Electronic Library (Russia) have developed a new partnership allowing content from Russian Science Citation Index to be searched within EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS). The agreement will add metadata from RSCI collection into the Base Index of EDS, enabling researchers from all over the world to search through RSCI with EDS tools.

Scientific Electronic Library is the leading Russian company, which supplies academic information and analytical services to universities, research centers, think tanks. The major project, ELIBRARY.RU platform, is the greatest Russian resource for scientific information distribution. The platform unites online library of academic articles and books (more than 4500 journals) with citation indexes and information search.

The EDS Base Index represents content from approximately 20,000 providers (and growing), which accounts for more than 350,000 publications from the world’s top publishers and information providers. The list of partners includes the leading book and journal publishers such as Elsevier, Wiley Blackwell, Springer Science & Business Media, Taylor & Francis, Sage Publications as well as content-providers LexisNexis, Thomson Reuters, JSTOR, ARTstor, Credo Reference, World Book, ABC-CLIO. EBSCO Publishing is the producer of EBSCOhost®, the world’s premier for-fee online research service, including full-text databases, subject indexes, point-of-care medical reference, historical digital archives, and e-books.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

New Publishers in University Library Online Database

Since the beginning of 2015 University Library Online has been replenished with books and journals of the authoritative Russian institutions such as Kazan (Privolzski) federal university, North (Arctic) federal university named after Lomonosov, St. Petersburg state polytechnic university, Russian state cinema studies university named after Gerasimov, Michurin state agricultural university, Russian international academy of tourism, Moscow state pedagogical university and many others.
The books are included in the basic collection as well as can be offered as part of publisher’s collections.

**Free trial access** to basic collection is provided.

You are welcome send your orders or questions to MIPP Electronic Resources Department at eresources@mippbooks.com.

---

**CHANGES AND DEVELOPMENTS**

**New Feature in Integrum Companies System**

A new feature has been added to the **Integrum COMPANIES** system - **Review** - which allows obtaining complex information about the explored organization, including data on the managing director, shareholders, company’s structure, financial state or negative info, competitive activity. The page is active, enabling to pass quickly to any section of your interest.

---
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